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Amendment -1

Date: 19th January 2020

Announcement no: H DC ( 161)-P RO I lU I 2019 I t86

Project: Consultancy Service for development of 132KV Electrical Network in Hulhumale'

Attachment:

A. Revised Bid Form

B. Revised Bid data

C. Revised Evaluation Criteria

D. Sample format of Bid Security

Queries raised by the interested bidders for the tender "Consultancy Service for development of 132KV

Electrical Network in Hulhumale".

1. Kindly explain the 'Validity for the Bid security'?

Ans: Please refer to "General", Clause 4.71in part 4 of the lnformation to Bidders (lTB).

2. ls the total accumulated sales value based on the whole contract or for consultancy only?

Ans: The accumulated sales value stated in Clause 22L of the Bid data is based on the Consultancy

component only.

3. Can a Joint Venture of an lnternational and Local Company submit bids?

Ans: Yes. Bids under Joint Ventures submitting a bid in respect of each of them, shall comply with

the following requirement:
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a) Sign the bid and, if their bid is accepted, also sign the Agreement or alternatively

authorize one of the partners by a duly executed power(s) of attorney to sign the bid and,

if successful, also the Agreement on behalf of the other partners in addition to himself.

b) Designate one of their member by virtue of a duly executed power(s) of attorney

,- as authorized representative of the Joint Venture, with the power, if their bid is
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successful, to incur liabilities and accept instructions on behalf of any and all the partners

throughout the entire execution of the contract and also to receive payments on behalf

of the partners in the Joint Venture from the Employer.

Bids under Joint Ventures, in respect of each of them, shall submit the following as part of the bid

information and confirm that such information has not changed.

a) Submit with their bid an authenticated copy of the Joint Venture agreement between or

among the partners.

b) Board resolution of the parties consenting to enter Joint Venture.

ln evaluating bids, parties under Joint Ventures will be evaluated jointly. Each bidder shall submit

only one bid either by himself, or the bidder as a partner in a joint venture, or as a shareholder in a

private company. A bidder who submits or participates in more than one bid will be disqualified.

4. Please clarify if we could use a standard Bid Security format or if you have a specific format for it?

Ans: Bid Security should be in a form of a Guarantee from a reputable bank or a financial institute

selected by the bidder and acceptable to the Employer. Please find format in Attachment.

Please refer to "General", Clause 4.12 in gart 4 of the lnformation to Bidders (lTB).

5. ls the consultant expected to provide the reliable design and technical solution completely for the

master network development, extension plan, improvements necessary & continuity in the existing

network, and suggestion of alternatives with respect to technical compatibility in addition to

consultancy service?

Ans: Consultant should be responsible for the design review, approval and any required

improvements if required for the 132kV network only. Consultant would not be reviewing the llkV

network, however should comment on the technical compatibility of 132kV network to 11kV

network.

provide the detailed scope of the contract, please share the draft of the design?

Consultant scope already provided in the RFP. Contractor scope is as follows;

Study and review existing electrical network
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a Preparation of detailed design of civil works, detail drawings for electrical work, shop

drawings, BOQ and specification.

a Construction, installation and commissioning of complete electrical network system.

7. As per Bid Data clause 2.2O "Bid Evaluation Criteria" points given are for Price and Experience,

however in the Section 5, Evaluation Criteria it states that the point is given for Delivery Period,

please explain?

Ans: Section 5, "Evaluation Criteria" has been revised accordingly as per the Bid Data Clause 2.20,

"Bid Evaluation Criteria".

8. Do we need to submit a Hardcopy of the tender bid to the respective address or we could attach it

as email?

Ans: Only hardcopy of the Bid documents are accepted for this project. Please refer to "Deadline and

Venue for submission of Bid" Clause 2.!4in part 2 of the Bid Data.

9. Delivery period of the project is with the contractor, so lf the contractor behind the schedule and

delay the project, how do we charge for our consultancy cost that months and how it's come for the

penalty delays to consultant?

Ans: Consultant will not be compensated extra for the delayed period. Consultant will only be paid

upon completion of 'deliverables/payment schedule' which will be negotiated with the winning

bidder as per the Bid Data Clause 2.17.

IO. 4.12 Bid Security, it mentions 28 days, 2.8 mention 90 days which is correct?

Ans: The validity for the Bid Security of this project is 28 days beyond the validity of the Bid and

beyond any period of extension as stated in clause 4.72in General.

BID VALIDITY + 28 DAYS

schedule dates is 510 calendar dates, so consultant also follow the contractor schedule.

Duration of consultancy service has been revised. Please refer to Clause 34.1 of this
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72. Our man day is considered 8 hours, if any additional hours can we charging Overtime for HDC Final

invoice?

Ans: No, price shall be quoted for the entire work

13. We want to know about infrastructure arrangement form HDC/contractor (Office, chairs, tables,

internet connection printer, scanner & emergency medical treatment).

Ans: No, it shall be all inclusive quote

14. We assume any site/ construction supervision is not included in the scope. Kindly please confirm.

Ans: Consultant shall certify all works relating to 132kV network.

15. lf we know the contractor testing schedule we can bid much accurately/ do you need our consultant

permanently base to the site if not we want the testing / inspection schedule to deploy to our

Engineers.

Ans: lt is expected that consultant to provide testing / inspection schedule or frequency pre-

determined along with the quotation proposal for the 132kV network.

16. As per information to Bidder, clause 2.9, bid security of USD 1,000 (US dollar One Thousand) in the

form of a Guarantee from a reputable bank or a financial institute selected by the bidder and

acceptable to the Employer, has to submitted along with the bid. So, it is requested to kindly confirm

whether Guarantee issued from Nationalized Bank of lndia is acceptable to the client?

Ans: Yes, as long as the bid security is in the form of guarantee from a reputable bank or a financial

institute, it is acceptable.

17. As per Clause 2.4,lhe duration of the project is 5L0 calendar days, however, the number of experts

he required man-months are not given in the TOR. lt is requested to kindly provide the number

rts, the position of experts and their man-months and confirm whether CV's of the experts

ired to be submitted along with the bid?
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U.SI Duration of consultancy service has been revised. Please refer to Clause 34.1 of this
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An individual or consultancy firm fulfilling the requirements are eligible. CV's are required

18. The scope of the project contracted between HDC and Browns-CMEC for Construction of Electricity

System and Open Access Network of Hulhumale' Phase ll, as no details like whether 1-32KV line is

overhead or related works in terminating substation etc.

Ans: The 132kV network line shall be buried underground as per the drawing attached in the Bid

data.

19. Photos of the site with captions.

Ans: Please refer to the Map attached in the Employers Requirement (drawings) in part 2 of the Bid

data.

20. Does the Company and lndividual evaluate on the same scale?

Ans: An individual or consultancy firm fulfilling the requirements are eligible. Please refer to

"Eligibility'', Clause 2.19 in part 2 of the Bid data.

21. Whether consultant of other than Maldives nationality are allowed?

Ans: Yes. This project is open for lnternational bidders; an individual or company fulfilling the

requirements are eligible. Please refer to "Eligibility'', Clause 2.19 in part 2 of the Bid data.

22. Does the consultant should be available till 5 years? Does this mean that we need to consider 510

working days spread over 5 years? Please Clarify

Ans: Duration of consultanry service has been revised. Please refer to Clause 34.1 of this

Amendment.

is the expect start date of project?

Project has already commenced and is currently in design stage. Consultants work shall start

awarding.
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24. The existing drafted plan and contractor detail are important to be highlight and is it possible to share

that information?

Ans: Consultant scope and cable route plan map for the 132kV already provided in the RFP.

Contractor scope as follows;

Study and review existing electrical network

Preparation of detail of civil works, detail drawings for electrical work, shop drawings, BOQ

and specifications

Construction, installation and commissioning of complete electrical network system

a

a

25. Does the Consultant should be stationed at Hulhumale' for the entire tenure of the Project? How

many Experts HDC wants to work full tlme on this project?

Ans: The consultant should be able to review allworks relating to the 132kV network design as stated

in the scope of works and should certify all relating works. Qualification and experiences of the

consultant are provided in "Eligibility'', Clause 2.19 in part 2 of the Bid data.

26. Does HDC going to provide fully furnished accommodation, logistics, and local travel for the entire

project tenure for the deputed team?

Ans: No, it shall be all inclusive quote in the proposal.

27 . The requirement asks for Electrical and as well as Automation Expertise. We suggest you allow the

candidate having bachelor's degree in lnstrumentation and or Electronics with the similar

experience. Also, kindly consider the lnstrumentation and Electronics Degree as well.

Ans: Consultant should have minimum qualification and experience as stated in "Eligibility'', Clause

2.t9in part 2 of the Bid data.

est you to allow the candidates having 661132/L66/3301440KV experience as well.

Qualification and experiences of the consultant are provided in "Eligibility'', Clause 2.19 in part

the Bid data.
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29. Does the consultant supposed to develop, design, engineer, and produce design and drawings at

Site? Normally the Client has the various vendors, who ultimately designs the drawings and submit

to consultant. Consultant then review each design, drawings, as per the set standards and provides

his or her feedback based on his experience and knowledge. Please Clarify

Ans: Consultant shall review the network design, approval and suggest any required improvements

as specified in the scope of works.

30. Should the bidder need to purchase the required Software? OR HDC shall be providing the same?'

Ans: Software will not be provided by HDC.

31. Who shall be bearing the cost of VISA and travel to Maldives? We request HDC to support for

necessary documents to carry out the VISA formalities

Ans: HDC will not bear the costs relating to VISA, but will provide necessary document relating to the

contract between consultant and HDC for the VISA formalities.

32. ln case of the international billing which are the taxes applicable. Please clarify

Ans: lt is the consultant's responsibility to identify and adhere all government and other taxes

possibly applicable. HDC shall not be responsible for any taxes.

33. Does the consultant need to travel on behalf of HDC? lf yes, then who shall bear the cost? lf

consultant needs to bear the cost, then request you to list down all the places, cities, and countries

where the probable visits should be carried out. Please Clarify

Ans: lf HDC request the Consultant to travel regarding the project which is not covered in the scope

of works, HDC shall bear all costs related.

34. Amendments hv HDC

Period of Completion/Supply & Delivery, Clause 2.4 of Bid Data has been revised as follows:
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34.2 Deadline and Venue for Submission of Bid, Clause 2.14 and Clause 2.15 of Bid Data has

been revised as follows:

This omendment is an integrol port of the bidding document and oll the omendments here should be

followed os it is while submitting the bids.

c-79312008
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Shaam HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT
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2.L4 Deadline and Venue for Submission of Bid:

The bidder must submit the bid at 10:00hrs, 29th January 2020 at the following location

Housing Development Corporation Ltd.

Reception, Ground Floor, HDC building,

Hulhuma16, Republic of Maldives

The bidder's representatives who are present shall sign a register evidencing their

attendance.

2.t5 Venue, Time, and Date of Bid Opening:

Venue: Housing Development Corporation Ltd.

Reception, Ground Floor, HDC Building

Hulhumal6, Maldives

Date: 29th January 2020

Time: 10:00 hrs.

The bidder's representatives who are present shall sign a register evidencing their

attendance.


